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Just as Hei Xinjiu was thinking about it, she felt the ground shake. Obviously, many people were coming! 

 

Hei Xinjiu turned her head and saw dust flying in the distance. Many people were riding on Nightmare 

Beasts and were flying in her direction. 

 

Hei Xinjiu’s heart sank. were they here to catch her? This guy shook his head. Although Ao ji would be 

very angry if she ran away, he would not go to such great lengths to come here to catch her. She must 

be thinking too much. 

 

Thinking of this, Hei Xinjiu stood by the roadside and prepared to continue her journey after these 

people passed. 

 

Unexpectedly, those people actually surrounded her. A cold voice said, “Should I call you ye Xiaoxiao, or 

kill Little Jiu? Or Leng Xiaojiu, or Yun Chujiu?” 

 

Hei Xinjiu’s heart sank. She looked up and saw Ao ji jumping down from a huge nightmare beast, staring 

at Yun Chujiu. 

 

“Your Highness, are you kidding me? Why Can’t I Understand?”Hei Xinjiu looked shocked and innocent. 

 

“Yun Chujiu, you played me so badly! “No wonder you disappeared from the military camp. So you 

became a maid. “No wonder there was a sudden change in the nightmare ancestor’s land. It was all your 

fault! “You even lived in my crown prince’s residence for a month. How dare you!” 

 

Ao Ji looked furious. He felt that he was a fool to be toyed with by a little girl. If it were not for the fact 

that he had discovered something by accident, he probably would not have noticed it in his entire life. 

 



Seeing that Ao Ji had said so much, Yun chujiu knew that there was no point in quibbling. She simply 

smiled and said, “Ao ji, you are not too stupid! But, how did you find out?” 

 

Ao Ji looked at Yun Chujiu’s smile and gritted his teeth in anger. “No matter how I found out, you can’t 

think of leaving today. We have to settle the score.” 

 

Yun chujiu blinked her eyes and curled the corners of her lips. “Alright, I Can’t Beat you anyway, so do as 

you wish!” 

 

Seeing that Yun Chujiu was so sensible, Ao Ji’s expression softened a little. He said to his subordinates, 

“Tie her up and bring her back to the Crown Prince’s Mansion!” 

 

“Yes!” 

 

The two guards agreed and were about to tie Yun chujiu up, but unexpectedly, Yun Chujiu threw a big 

sack at them. 

 

The two guards subconsciously flashed, and the big sack fell to the ground. Boom! The chili inside flew 

everywhere, choking everyone’s eyes. 

 

Hei Xinjiu took the opportunity to jump out of the encirclement and ran forward desperately. 

 

Although she was confident in her movement technique, Ao Ji knew a secret technique, so it was better 

to run faster. 

 

Ao Ji choked on his Snot and tears, so angry that he almost passed out! 

 

He had never experienced such a setback in his life, especially when he had lost to the same woman 

several times. 



 

Therefore, when he found out that Hei Xinjiu was Yun chujiu, he brought people to catch her. 

 

Although Yun Chujiu had changed her clothes along the way, Ao Ji still managed to find her through a 

nightmare beast that could distinguish her scent. 

 

The Moment Ao ji saw Hei Xinjiu, other than anger, there was also an indescribable joy in his heart. He 

thought that this was the joy of getting his revenge. 

 

Ao Ji looked at Hei Xinjiu’s back and a cold smile appeared in his eyes. This Yun Chujiu was really out of 

her mind. If she ran any further, she would be in the poisonous miasma forest. She was seeking her own 

death! 

 


